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Interest

● Family members use voting materials 

● Articles 



Voting Materials Background

● 1965 Voting Rights Act 
● 1975 “Language Minority Provision”  
● Includes assistance in foreign language for 

voters 
● Spanish language assistance 425 jurisdictions, 4 

states 

Tucker, James Thomas, and Espino, Rodolfo. 2007. “Government Effectiveness and Efficiency? The Minority 
Language Assistance Provisions of the VRA.” Texas Journal on Civil Liberties and Civil Rights 12 (2): 163–232.Google 
Scholar 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_lookup?title=Government+Effectiveness+and+Efficiency?+The+Minority+Language+Assistance+Provisions+of+the+VRA&publication+year=2007&author=Tucker+James+Thomas&author=Espino+Rodolfo&journal=Texas+Journal+on+Civil+Liberties+and+Civil+Rights&volume=12&pages=163-232
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_lookup?title=Government+Effectiveness+and+Efficiency?+The+Minority+Language+Assistance+Provisions+of+the+VRA&publication+year=2007&author=Tucker+James+Thomas&author=Espino+Rodolfo&journal=Texas+Journal+on+Civil+Liberties+and+Civil+Rights&volume=12&pages=163-232


Current Research
● The Political Science Quarterly Rodolfo O. 

Garza, Alan Yang  direct impact between the 
jurisdictions covered by the VRA and the 
participation of Latino voters

● MALDEF, NALEO, NHLA increased potential 
influence in elections 

● Very general
● Less research on how voting materials help 

specifically 



Question

How do voting materials in Spanish affect the 
participation of Latino voters in the Ventura 
County?



Project Goals

● Determine how many people in the Ventura 
County use voting materials 

● How they benefit
● If there is a pattern among people who benefit 

the most



Ventura County

● County in Southern California 
● Population of 854,223
● 42.9% Latino 
● Most common non-English language Spanish
● 28.1% native Spanish speakers 
● Provides “Spanish language assistance”
● All materials provided are translated to Spanish
U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: Ventura County, California. (n.d.). Retrieved from 
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/venturacountycalifornia



Survey Methods

● Survey distributed online
● 100 participants 
● All adults in the Ventura County
● Distributed through administration of all 

CVUSD schools 



Survey Contents

Identifying Questions

● Age
● County 
● Language ability
● Registered to vote

  

Questions on voting 
materials 
● Are they useful?
● Would you be able 

to vote without 
them?



Survey Results

● Age 18-79 
● 100 Ventura County 
● 89.9% Latino
● 80.8% registered to vote
● 22.1% Spanish ballot



Survey Results
● 33.7% English and Spanish the same
● 20.4% Spanish better than English
● 10.2% speak both but more comfortable with 

English
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Interview Methods

● 4 interviews
● Records Technician at the Ventura County 

Clerk’s office elections division 
● 3 interviews with people who benefit from 

voting materials in different ways 



Interview Results  
● Records technician “ It allows Spanish speaking 

voters to understand who and what they’re 
voting on. ”

● All three who used voting materials agreed that 
they were helpful and without them voting 
would be difficult 

● The person who said it would not make a 
difference said she would not be able to vote for 
anything other than President 



Limitations

● Wide variety of respondents 

● Small pool of interviews 



Conclusion 

● Increase the participation by making voting 

easier 

● Varies based on language ability 



Further Research

● Multiple surveys for the language groups

● Study in jurisdictions without voting materials 
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